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Abstract
Photographs are characterized by different compositional attributes like the Rule of Thirds, depth of field,
vanishing-lines etc. The presence or absence of one or more of these attributes contributes to the overall artistic value of an image. In this work, we analyze the ability of deep learning based methods to
learn such photographic style attributes. We observe that although a standard CNN learns the texture and
appearance based features reasonably well, its understanding of global and geometric features is limited
by two factors. First, the data-augmentation strategies (cropping, warping, etc.) distort the composition
of a photograph and affect the performance. Secondly, the CNN features, in principle, are translationinvariant and appearance-dependent. But some geometric properties important for aesthetics, e.g. the Rule
of Thirds (RoT), are position-dependent and appearance-invariant. Therefore, we propose a novel input
representation which is geometry-sensitive, position-cognizant and appearance-invariant. We further introduce a two-column CNN architecture that performs better than the state-of-the-art (SoA) in photographic
style classification. From our results, we observe that the proposed network learns both the geometric and
appearance-based attributes better than the SoA.
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Introduction

Analyzing compositional attributes or styles is crucial for understanding the aesthetic value of photographs. At
first, the computer vision community focused on modelling the physical properties of generic images for the
more tangible, but very hard problems of object detection, localization, segmentation, tracking, etc.
Popular datasets like Caltech, Pascal and ImageNet were created for training and
evaluating such techniques effectively. The maturation of recognition and scene understanding
has resulted in greater interest in the analysis
of the subtler, aesthetic based aspects of image understanding. Furthermore, curated datasets
such as AVA and Flickr-Style [Karayev et al., 2014,
Figure 1: Output from our network : A screenshot
Murray et al., 2012] are now available and it is obfrom our web-based application. Attributes are shown
served that learning from the matured areas of
with their probability values, ordered in descending orrecognition/classification/detection transfers effecder. This is a shot from Majid Majidi’s film ’The Colours
tively to aesthetics and style analysis as well.
of Paradise’. We see that rule of thirds (for child’s poThe aesthetic quality of a photograph is greatly insition), shallow depth of field, complementary colours
fluenced by its composition, that is a set of styles
(green background and reddish foreground), image grain
or attributes which guide the viewer towards the
(because of the poor video quality) are all well identified.
essence of the picture. Analyzing objectively, these

